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Professional Quality Products
Asfir's variety of products is the perfect solution for accessorizing the off-road vehicle.

ATL Winch Bumper
The innovative ATL winch bumper is designed and developed to replace the original bumper for concealed winch mounting.
The bumper covers the winch but is not attached to it. It has many openings to ventilate the vehicle and enables easy access to the 
winch for maintenance. ATL bumpers are characterized in low weight and in keeping close proximity to the vehicle's original contour 
lines.

Skid Plates
Quality skid plates for off road vehicles have one of the highest design,
performance and finish standards in the world.
Asfir offers a wide variety of skid plates such as front, fuel tank, transfer
box, air condition, rear bumper and rear bench.
The skid plates are made of quality aluminum and are screwed to original
holes in the vehicle. Service openings in the skid plates enable servicing the 
vehicle without dismantling the plates.

Side Protectors
Protect the lower side of the vehicle and aid recovery with a jack.
Designed by Asfir's Research & Development team and manufactured
using the most up-to-date technology. The side protectors are made of
quality metal combined with aluminum side steps.

Rear Towing Device
A quality towing device mounted to the vehicle's chassis under the original
bumper.

4x4 Accessories
Asfir has a wide variety of accessories such as recovery kits, compressors, Hi 
Lift jacks, recovery straps, shackles, pulley blocks and ratchets.
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ATL HD bumper
Front bar for ATL bumper

P/N 547002

P/N 547116

A1

A2

ATL Stubby winch bumper

P/N 547004A4

Winch mounting plate for
original bumper

P/N 547020A5

Light Holders LR

P/N 547119A6

Steering rod protector for
ATL HD bumper

P/N 547112B1

Steering rod protector for
original bumper

P/N 547111B2

Differential protector

B3

Engine + Transmission (Gear)
skid plate

P/N 547055B4

Transfer skid plate

P/N 547063B5

Fuel filter system skid plate

P/N 547075B6

Exhaust skid plate Petrol/Gas

B7
P/N 547080

Fuel tank skid plate Petrol/Gas

P/N 547074 LWB
P/N 547076 SWB

B8

Rear bumper auto’

C1

Detachable towing device
Petrol/Gas auto’

For Asfir bumper (shown in picture)
For Original bumper (also fits Diesel)

C2

Side protectors

D1
P/N 547049 (US)
P/N 547045 (EU)

P/N 547044
P/N 547041

P/N 547058 LWB Silver
P/N 547050 SWB Silver
P/N 547038 SWB Black
P/N 547036 LWB Black

Side protector covers

P/N 547054 LWB
P/N 547039 SWB

D2 E1

E2

E1

E2

Rear shelf LWBSpare wheel carrier (only with

547045+547049) Carrier tires up to 35”

Hi Lift carrier (only with 547099)

F GP/N 547099 P/N 547100 P/N 547122
P/N 547123P/N 547101

Softop Roof Rack
Hardtop Roof Rack

Front light bar for external
winch mount

P/N 547117A3

3

LWB/SWB 4x4 Petrol/Gas auto’
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